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The art of spin
' Sign spinners find work
in being human
directionals -SEE NEWS,A2

}

Servi~ Day kicks off Homecoming
Students unite.through volunteering
EMRE KELLY
Staff Writer
.'I

On Monday:

As roughly 400 UCF
stuq.ents wruted in line to
register for the 2009
Homecoming Service Day
event, 10 full-sized buses
were prepared to take
them to Camp T~underbird in Apopka.
After a 30-minute ride

Operatakesthe-stage
)

by Olivia Ortega
After being cancelled last year
due to budget cuts, the UCF
Opera took the stage Saturday.

Climate change forum
by Ian Bell
The Office of Global Perspectives
brought in experts to speak
about the link between global
warming and national security.

·,

and a brief on what would
be taking place in the
camp, the students arrived
in the well-forested camp
on the outskirts of town.
Service Day is an event
held annually as a part of
the UCF Homecoming
Week to have UCF students give ,back to the
community.
Quest's Camp Thun-

G

Formorephotos
from Service Day:
www.UCFNews.com

dei;bird is a facility that
cr(;!ates a summer camp
experience for individuals
with special needs such as
autism and Down syndrome. The camp's locaPLEASE SEE

STUDENTS ON AS

GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Heather Vance, sophomore event management major, and Jessica Wenson,
senior communications major, manage bus-loading duties prior to departure.

.UCF Homecoming 2009

QnTuesday:

S700k given to HPA

NewIM ·
fields
•
coming
soon

by Raisa Camargo
the College of Health & Public
Affairs received scholarship
money for 90 students from the
federal government.
)

Movie Knight recap
by Matt Reinstetle

)

On Wednesday:

Skit Kniqht recap
by Viloc Pnam

Turf fields will be

Comedy Knight recap

open for use on Fri.

by Mike Balducci

KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
StaffWriter

Check out our Facebook page
and UCFNews.comforWebexdusive content, as well as
photo galleries and videos from
the Homecoming Week events.

UCF students looking for ~
place to play soccer or toss a Frisbee around on campus will soon
have three new intramural fields
to play on, available in sand, rubber and turf.
Work on the fields·is set to be
completed Friday.
''.As soon as all the permits are
approved, we will allow the fields
to be played on," said Gary
Cahen, assistant director for
intramural sports.
The turf has been installed,
leaving only minor details such as
security camera installation, sodding, landscaping and scoreboard
programming to be finished up,
said James Wtlkening, the Recreation & Wellness Center director.
The fields will serve intramural sports, sports clubs and general recreation. The additional
fields will allow intramural sports
teams to grow, giving mor~ students a chance to participate,
Cahensaid
They will also help students
looking for space on campus to
casually play sports such as Frisbee or soccer.
"When we had grass, we bad ·
to chase students off the _fields
when there wasn't a game or
practice because of the wear on
the grass," Cahen said 'We had to

m
L)_
_

Breaking
_ news on
yource11

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

:., AROUND CAMPUS, A2

1

VETERANS CAN FIND
OUT ABOUT OPTIONS
AROUND CAMPUS
There will be an informational
session today in the Student Union
from 9 a.m. until 2p.m. It will have
campus offices that provide services
for student veterans. Call 407-8233100 for more information.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

DAYTONA TEEN
STABBED TO DEATH AT
BEACH BANDSHELL
ADaytona Beach teen was
stabbed to death and two others
were injured at an amphitheater.
Authorities have not yet released
any details ofwhat happened
early Sunday morning.

MAN ROBBED WHILE
GETTING HIS BIBLE
FROMHISCAR
ADelray Beach maii who wentto
grab his Bible from his car was
robbed at gunpoint. Authorities
were-searching Sunday for the
robber who they say also kicked
the man in the face.

PLEASE SEE

Veteran memorial underway on Mall
MEGAN 6ARARD
Staff Writer

· When UCF alumna
Evelyn Tonn approached
professors during the fall
of 2006 about hanging a
plaque honoring veterans
in the UCF Student
Union, she did not expect
it would lead to the creation of a veterans-specific commemorative site.
·
Construction
is
already underway for the
$250,000
Veterans
Commemorative Site that
will be located at the
south end · of UCF's
Memory Mall. The site
will be a place for students, faculty and guests
to honor and remember
those who served in the

MATT GRASS
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U.S. military.
''.As a student, I found

Former judge backs
, weed legalization
Contributing Writer

I

COURTESY NICOLA STAGITTI

The design for the Veterans Commemorative Site is being made by Don
Reynolds, an artist in Sanford. The site will be located on Memory Mall.

it humbling that we were
sitting in classrooms in
the seats that those who
are serving overseas
should have been sitting
in," Tonn said. ''.And it's
because of them that we
are guaranteed the ability

to be in those cl~ses taking those notes."
Al Harms, UCF vice
president of strategy,
marketing, communications and admissions,
PLEASE SEE

COMMEMORATIVE ON A4

RECREATIONAL ON AS

LEGAL STATES

Although alcohol and
1.Alaska
tobacco are far more dan2. California
gerous than marijuana, they
3.Colorado
have become America's . 4.Hawaii
drugs of choice, said Don
S.Maine
Jones, a retired municipal
6.Michigan
judge from Miami who
?.Montana
came to speak during a
8.Nevada
NORML event Wednesday.
9. New Mexico
UCF students .and
guests gathered to listen to
10.0regon
representatives from Law
11. Rhode Island
Enforcement Against Pro12.Vermont
hibition, a 15,000-member
13.Washington
group of law enforcement
and government officials
who believe marijuana salaries. Half of the states
would go bankrupt if marishould be legalized.
"The fight against mari- juana was legalized."
juana is an industry," Jones
said. "It pays too many
PLEASE SEE LEAP ON A3
1

A2
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AROUND
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News and notices for
the UCF communit)t,

Veterans have options at UCF
There will be an informational event featuring
campus offices that provide services to student
veterans such as Disability Services, Career Services, First Year Advising
and many other groups
that deal with veterans at
UCF.
The event will be in the
Pegasus Ballroom of the
Student Union today from
9 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Call 407-823-3100 for
more information.

DOCTORS

are encouraged to bring some sort
of MP3 player, as well as plenty of
water, as a shift can last up to five
Joe Roettgen cracks a smile as or six hours, Ortiz said.
he launches his sign several feet
AArrow Advertising started
above his head. He catches the' with a group of friends from
sign on the upraised palm, and it Ocean Beach, Calif., in 2002 and
has been spreading across the
spins like a helicopter blade.
Roettgen, a sophomore anthro- coUI}try ever since. The company
pology major, is the spin instruc- now has 29 loootions, including
tor for the Orlando branch of Seoul, Korea, and Calgary, Canada.
AArrow Advertising and has held
The Orlando branch meets at
jobs spinning signs outside of UCF every Monday and Wednesbusinesses for a little more than day at 5 ~.m. to practice. Roettgen
Tear down a replica of the wall
said the practice meets are open to
two years.
At noon today, the Col"It's a positive force now when anyone who wants to give it a shot
lege Republicans at UCF
there are a lot of negative forces and a sign is not required.
will be broadcasting the
"You can sign up at the Web
out there. Plu~ it's a lot of fun,"
famous
Berlin Wall
site, aarrowads.com, or you can
Roettgen said.
speech made by President
The Helicopter, Rainbow and ' just come out to one of the pracReagan, _and at 2 p.m. they
Battle Axe are names of moves tices. Come out in athletic wear,"
will let viewers destroy a
that involve spinning signs before Ortiz said. "It's an interactive
mock Berlin Wall.
throwing them in the air, tech- sport, the people are great and you
The event will be on
niques spinners use to gain the can make friends and a little
the· concrete platform of ·I attention of drivers near the road. money at the same time doing it."
the Student Union.
Base pay for sign spinners
1 According to Roettgen, there are
Call 941-626-1242 for
nearly 300 tricks he can do with an starts at $10 an hour. It's a paymore information.
advertising sign.
based incentive market, and audits
Roettgen is part of a group of conducted during sign spinning
shifts go into account for quarterly
people
raises, Ortiz said~
who
Sign spinners
gather
don't
at 'the.
Lake Claire
r Recreational Area
on campus to practice
spinning skills and learn new
Keep with local headlines
tricks
for the job site.
have
you may have missed
"My favorite part of this job is to sign up and
how fun it is. I mean, it's hard, but stay in OrlanDaytona teen stabbed to
, it's a lot of fun, and that's what do
either;
death at beach Bandshell
keeps me coming back," said traveling is
DAYTONA BEACH an
Derick Goodman, a newcomer to also
A Daytona Beach teen
option.
sign spinning.
was stabbed to death and
"I've
The sign spinners, or "human
two others were injured at
directionals," as Daniel Ortiz, worked in
an amphitheater.
owner of the Orlando branch of Miami,
Authorities have not
AArrow Advertising, calls them, Kendall,
yet released details of
are contracted out to companies South
what happened early Sunwhen needed. They've been hired Beach,
day morning at the Dayby restaurants such as Hooters, Tampa and
tona Beach Bandshell.
Pollo Tropical and Beef O'Bradys, several
as well as other businesses like other
Man robbed while getting
MetroPCS and apartment com- places,"
his Bible from his car
Roettgen said.
plexes.
DELRAY BEACH - A
The sign spinners show up for Roettgen said
Delray Beach man who
the job at the required place and sign spinning
went · to grab his Bible
from his car was robbed at
gunpoint.
Authorities
were
searching Sunday for the
robber who they say. also
I
kicked the man in the
TODAY IN DETAIL
face.
Today:
Twenty percent chance of
A police report states
VERY
rain.
East
winds at 20 mph.
that the attacker held him
WINDY
down and tried to take his
Tonight: Showers in the evening.
wallet.
High:84° Winds from the east at 14 mph.

'

Stuqents find_
part-time work
through the art
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has given him a ·chance to make a
difference in the community as
well.
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Honors Congress hosts charity dance
NICOLE STEPHENS
Contributing Writer

)1

,

~

The UCF Honors Congress hosted the Change for
the Children Winter Formal on Friday in the Fairwinds Alumni Center in
order to raise money for
charity. \
"I'm stoked," said
Nathan West, a freshman
electrical
engineering
major. "The dance is fun,
and it's for charity!'
West heard about the
fundraising dance at an
Honors Congress meeting,
which is the official club of
the Burnett Honors College
at UCF. West said he
attends almost anything the
club promotes. He even
performed in a special
"kick-off'' dance routine at
the formal with other memhers and officers to a mix of
popularsongs.
The event was held in
the Alumni Ballroom in
the Fairwinds Alumni
Center from 6 p.m. to 10

nificance of the charity. from the raflle went directly
p.m. on Friday.
The $389 generated Courtney Crisp, the winner . to the charity. Prizes for the
raflle drawings were donated
from the event was donated of the contest, won a free
to the Change for the Chil- ticket to the dance.
by the UCF Alumni Associadren Foundation.
Crisp, a freshman hospi-' tion and included one-year
"This was our first tality management major,
membership to Forever
attempt at an event on this said she chose the Knights, T-shirts, drawstring
large of a scale," said Heidi foundation because she is a backpacks, water bottles and
mµri Knightro figurines.
Bolduc, a junior radio/ fan ofthe charity's founders,
television major and phil- the Jonas Brothers.
A Better DJ and PhotograThe foundation focuses pher, the company hired by
anthropic chair of Honors
Congress. 'We had no base- on three causes: juvenile Honors Congress as enterline dollar am0Uht of what diabetes, the Special tainment for the evening, a1~..,
Olympics and volun- donated to the foundation.
to expect."
Bolduc said 115 tickets teerism. According to the.
were sold before the dance organization's Web site, the
and that she was expecting Jonas Brothers started the
about 40 more people to foundation to support proshow up and buy tickets grams that motivate and
that night. Tickets for the inspire children to face
dance were $15 on presale adversity with confidence
and determination.
and $18 at the door.
·''I wanted to donate, but
Honors Congress decided on which charity to I never had the money,"
donate to through an essay . Crisp said "I thought this
contest that was open to all would be the perfect
Burnett Honors College opportunity to raise money
students. Bolduc said 12 for their causes:'
During the dance, raflle
students entered the contest, and the club offic;ers tickets were sold for $1 fqr
chose a winner based on one ticket or $5 for seven
writing quality and the sig- tickets. All of the money

Michael, the disc jockey,
donated a two-hour DJ session as a raffle prize. Rina
Marie, the photographer, took
candid shots throughout the
night as weiI as portraits of
individuals, friends and couples in the lobby. For $5, students could purchase Internet
access to all of the photos and
print them out All proceeds
from the photographs was
given to the Change for the
Children Foundation.

COURTESY MELISSA SMITH

Members of the Honors Congress
dance in the Fairwinds Alumni Center.

407•704-8911
6367 East Colonial Drive
5001 Sand Lake Rd
2150 W. Colonial Dr.

i)

LEAP speaks out at UCF
FROM Al

,,

Founded in early
LEAP
has
become an internationally recognized group
)!I
of current and former
law _e nforcement officials, including police
officers and FBI and
, Drug
Enforcement
Administration agents,
who argue that the current "War on Drugs"
·> has failed its intended
goals.
The group holds the
belief that a system of
' legalizing, controlling
and regulating marijuana, among other drugs,
would be a far more
effective and safer alternative to the Unites
States''current policy.
According to The
Journal of the American
Medical Association,
435,000 Americans lost
their lives to tobacco
and 85,000 to alcohol in
2000, and yet the marijuana death toll was
zero.
"People don't realize
that their taxpayer dollars are going to waste
• each time a nonviolent
marijuana user is
arrested," said NORML
;t.Jresident Tyler Smith.
, "The [current] prohibition fuels violence and
gang warfare. How
often do you hear about
1
Coors and Budweiser
getting into turf wars?"
Smith said.
.
Despite the fact that
0 marijuana's main ingredient, THC, has been
2002,

proven effective in reducing nausea induced by
chemotherapy, stimulating
appetite in AIDS patients
and relieving pain in people
with glaucoma, it has been
legalized for medicinal purposes in only 13 states,
according to www.drugpolicy.org.
"We hope to break the
stereotypes plaguing this
movement," Smith said.
"[NORML] brings speak-

ers to educate the .UCF
community and provide
general outreach and participation in community
service. We are motivated,
caring, democratic individuals who only want freedom from the currently
oppressing laws."
For more information
on LEAP, visit www.leap.cc.
NORML meets Wednesday nights at 7 p.m. in the
Student Union, Room 218.
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Commemorative site will be built $Olely on donations
FROM ~1

said the project will be
funded entirely by public
donations.
"The university should
use its funds to continue to
do its job of educating students," Harms said. "So, l
feel it is more appropriate
"that the project is funded
through donations as a gift
to veterans from the people of Central Florida."
Tonn, an international
relations graduate, said the
idea was born during her
senior year when she
applied to the UCF President's Leadership Council
that required she submit
an idea for a new tradition
at UCF.
Tonn never served i'n
the armed forces but said
she always had a strong
passion for the military
and a desire to honor
them. She saw the President's Leadership Council
application as her opportunity to honor veterans.
When her idea reached
Harms, who is a retired

Navy vice admiral, he
began looking for artists
who could make the idea
become a reality.
Derek Blumke, the
executive director for Student Veterans of America,
said it is important for
nonmilitary universities
such as UCF to build commemorative sites for veterans.
"It sets.an example for
college students," Blumke
said. "It makes them more
aware that our men and
women of service deserve
to be recognized and honored for their sacrifices."
Sanford artist Don
Reynolds, also a Navy veteran, was in the process of
building a bronze statue of
UCF's founding president,
Charles N. Millican, when
Harms approached him
about the project.
Reynolds said that once
completed in the spring
semester of 2011, the site
will have five marble
sculpted seals, representing each branch of the
armed forces. Each seal

COURTESY NICOLA STAGETTI

The $250,000 commemorative site project will be built solely on funds
generated through donations. The site will serve as a memorial to U.S. veterans.

will be anchored on its
own pillar stretching horizontally toward a single
point encased in a bronze
fitting that will encircle a

pole holding the American
flag.
There will be a brick
and mortar wall forming a
half-circle around site that

· will be capped by a blue
granite piece that has 21
stars embedded into it,
representing a 21-gQn
salute.
"The design is symbolic
of each branch of the
armed forces in formation
working together as a unit,
encircling the flag pole so
that it represents complete
360 degrees of protection,"
Reynolds said.
The granite and basrelief marble seals are
being made by Stagetti
Marble
Studios
in
Pietrasanta, Italy, near
Pisa, while Reynolds constructs the pillars at his
home in Sanford.
The pillars are made of
concrete-encased, wooden structures filled with
expandable foam and
modeled on the design of
an airplane fuselage. Each
pillar will be capped with a
marble piece carved in the
design similar to a military
headstone.
"There has just been a
total out pouring of support, because of the nature

of the project. It feels good
to be a part of it," Reynolds
said.
Reynolds said that an
example of the community
support he has received
for the project is the New
York-based
Urethane
Technology · Company,
which donated one half of
the expandable foam used
to fill the pillars.
Harms said he believes
the Veterans Commemorative Site at UCF is
unique in scale for any
other nonmilitary university in the country, and he
is pleased to have been an
integral part of the project.
"Our country has been
blessed by the service of
the men and women in the
armed forces for hundreds
of years," Harms said.
"Their noble service is the
cornerstone of our freedom as Americans, and it
is important for us to
honor the people that we
too often take for granted."
Donations can be made
by
visiting
foundation.ucf.edu/vets.

•
MONDAY

l:J./o9kJ

FRIDAY u/43k)

9:45am - 12pm VU~F presents MOM of Oviedo. Contact:
vuct_youth@mail.ucf.edu.
2;30 - 5:30pm VUCF presents Mentoring at Mending
Hearts Charities. This event is limited to 10 volunteers. RSVP
to: vucf_mentor@mail.ucf.edu.

10am - 4pm VUCF presents Owl Fest Set-u,R. RSVP:
vucf_animals@mail.ucf.edu.
·
------Homecoming Presents ... 12pm Spirit Splash. Don't miss
out on UCF's biggest Homecoming Tradition! UCF
Reflecting Pond

Homecoming Presents ... 6pm Movie Knight featuring "The
Hangover." Come early for a mini carnival. The movie will
start at sundown! Memory Mall; Rain location: UCF Arena

SATURDA.Y

TilBSDAY n/40/4>9

7:30am - 3:30pm VUCF presents Habitat for Humanity
.(BREVARD County).RSVP:vuct_southern@mail.ucf.edu.

5:30 - 9:30pm VUCF presents Sandwiches and Conversation.
RSVP to: vucf_hunger@mail.ucf.edu.
. Homecoming Presents ... 8pm Comedy Knight featuring
Daniel Tosh! Doors open at 7pm. Students get in free with
Student. ID. UCF Arena

WBDNBfillAY 11/2.i.,69 ym"BRANS DAY
3 - 5:30pm VUCF presents Kids Crafts. RSVP to:
·
vuct_arts@mail.ucf.edu.

..

Homecoming Presents ... 7pm Skit Knight. Come out and
watch as UCF Student Or.g anizations performl UCF Arena

TmlRsDAY 1t/12.k9

uh.4/4>9

Homecoming Presents ... 9:30am Parade. Come out
early to watch the parade and get excited for the
Homecoming Football game as the UCF Knights take
on Houston at 12p_m,in Bright House Networks Stadium.
Stay through halftime to see the crowning of your 2009
Homecoming King and Queen on center field! ,
Be recognized as one of UCF's best. Apps for Who's Who
Among Students at UCF are due Nov. 20. Visit
www.getinvolvedUCEcom/whoswho for more info.

'

The Most Updated Homecoming '09 Info at: www.ucfhc.com
In trouble? Need to con.suit with an attorney? SGA has got
you covered with Student Legal Services. Check it out at
Ferrell Commons, 55 or log onto www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu/

7pm SGA Senate Meeting. SU 218
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Students offer help, give

,

back to the community
FROM Al

PHOTOS BY CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Brandon Geick, a UCF student, said he is concerned that the turf will increase the chance of ankle and knee injuries.

Recreational play welcome
FROM Al
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use it as little as possible to
maintain it, meaning srudents who just wanted to
kick a soccer ball around
didn't really have any place
to do that."
The initial decision for
artificial turf fields came
about in 2003 as a result of
srudent requests that
something be done to fix
the condition of the grass
fields, which were more
dirt than grass.
"Srudents were asking
what can we do to fix the
fields," Cahen said. ''But if
we just re-sodded the
grass, fields will be like this
again. Nothing beats grass
fields ifthey are well maintained, but it was hard for
us because they got so
much usage."
Cahen said there are
strict water restrictions at
UCF, so turf became a
more appealing choice
because it requires less
care and upkeep.
Construction on the
newest sets of fields began
in late July and is part of
phase three of the Recreation & Wellness Center's
initial construction plans.
The first phase of construction cost $3.2 million
and consisted of the first
three rurf fields. The $2.8
million second phase provided restrooms, picnic
tables, a pavilion and a
maintenance building for
the fields.
The third phase's 540foot-by-390-foot field will
cost $2.4 million. All three
phases have been funded
through Capital Improvement Trust Fund committed by the Srudent Government Association.
The artificial turf has
"weep holes" beneath the
poly-fibers to help with
drainage. Games won't
have to be cancelled
because of flooded fields.
"This semester we didn't have a single game day
cancelled," Cahen said.

The new intramural recreational fields will be open Friday for casual usage.

''Which I think is the
biggest benefit of turf
fields."
The consistent artificial
playing surface is safer
than traditional grass
because it offers more stability, Cahen said. It is free
of divots, holes or uneven
surfaces, which can plague
grass fields.
"The most injuries
occur on grass fields from
inconsistent surfaces,"
Cahen said. "Someone is
running and goes to plant
therrfootfinnlyexpecting
solid ground and instead
gets loose drrt or a hole,
and they get injured. We
tracked injuries over the
last year of grass and first
two years ofrurf and found
that though the number of
flag football teams doubled, the injury rate
remained the same, leading us to say there may be
association made that rurf
is safer:'
Srudents who wear
cleats point out that the
rurf may prevent unstable
ground injuries but it also
causes another type of
injury.
"Diving, or laying-out,
is a major part of our
[Ultimate Frisbee Club
team] sport," said Brandon
Geick, Ultimate Frisbee
Club president and a senior sports and fitness
major. "Laying-out on rurf
is like diving on carpet.
Ankle and knee injuries
occur when cleats get
caught up in the tur£ Usu-

ally, the grass would rip
from the ground, but on
turf, ligaments and tendons are the ones to tear."
Geick said the only
advantage he could think
of is the consistency of the
ground.
''I don't have to worry
about stepping in a hole or
on a sprinkler head," he
said.
The rurf fields do have
other disadvantages. The
black rubber pellets in the
infill mixrure retain more
heat than grass.
"The fields can get hot,"
Wilkening said. ·~cial
rurf will retain heat. If you
go out on the field in July
at 2 p.m. it will be hot anyway, but it gets even hotter."
He said the new fields
may cause management
more grief as they have
stricter rules about food
and beverages than grass
fields. All drinks, food and
gum must remain outside
the enclosed field area
because should food particles or gum get sruck in
the artificial turf; it will be
more difficult to remove
than on grass fields.
"For the first month,
srudents will hate the new
fields," Cahen said. "But
the fields will be compacted and settled through foot
traffic and weather so that
after that there won't be a
noticeable
difference
between them and the
older turf fields or grass
fields."

• General Dentistry
• Cosmetic Dentistry
• lnvisaliQn
• Preventative Care
• Zoom WhiteninQ

tion provides for camping,
hiking, exploring and fishing opportunities in the
lake nearby.
The camp is located on
the outskirts of Apopka
past Downtown Orlando,
near residential homes.
The quiet atmosphere is
not only conducive to
recreation, as it also allows
guests easy accessibility in
traveling to and from the
camp.
"I'm so excited to be
here, and my overall goal
one day is to run a summer
camp," Sara Butler, a junior hospitality major, said.
"I love volunteering and I
think I'm going to have a
great time today."
Trash bags were filled
with pine needles by the
dozens, bathrooms and
bedrooms were cleaned,
sheds were reorganized
and other various upkeep
duties were performed
throughout the day.
"We're out here to help
out the community,"
Aaron Alva, a sophomore
political science major,
said. "Homecoming isn't
just about us, it's also
about giving back."
Some began using
shovels
and
headed
toward
three
large
mounds of sand. Using
they
wheelbarrows,
moved the sand to the
winding
sidewalks
throughout the camp to
fortify their sides. This
prevents water and debris
from seeping under them,
damaging therr infrastrucrure over a long period of
time.
Camp directors and
staff drove in carts, aiding
srudents and guiding them
with the high-priority

PHOTOS BY EMRE KELLY & GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students sp_ent their Saturday volunteering at Camp Thunderbird in Apopka
about 30 minutes from campus.Volunteers helped clean up the camp site.

tasks such as cleaning the
lodging rooms, reorganizing sheds and cleaning up
the millions of pine needles that scattered the
entrre camp. As the hours
passed and work began to
die down, the camp's
organization and cleanliness was immaculate.
Alex
Binder,
the
philanthropy charr of the
Homecoming Executive
Board, said he was exhilarated with the turnout by
UCF srudents.
"The rurnout was awesome and I'm so glad that I
could work with the volunteers," Binder said.

"Without us, the staff's job
here would be very difficult throughout the year."
Camp
Thunderbird
operates during the summer, making it very difficult for the staff to maintain the facility year-round
without the aid of outside
groups. The four hours
that UCF students spent
there Saturday will make
the four months of summer 2010 that much more
organized and enjoyable
for the camp's future residents.
"It's just a beautiful day
to be doing this," Binder
said.
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FOR ARECAP OF THE UCF WOMEN'S SOCCER C-USA CHAMPIONSHIP GAME, GO TO WWW.UCFNEWS.COM.

TEXAS 35 j UCF 3

Shipley, McCoy combine
to gore Knight secondary

r.

• ~HS •

WILLIAM PERRY & RYAN BASS
Sports Editors

•

UCF lost because•..
The Knights (5-4) were over matched from start to
finish against No. 2 Texas (9-0) Saturday. UCF took
the initial lead at 3-0 as Texas got off to a slow
start, but the Longhorns responded on the
ensuing possessioIL
The Knights were unable to counter Texas' high-powered offense. The
Longhorns picked up 537 yards to
UCF's 151 but the Knights were also
without four offensive players in the
game as wide receiver Jamar Newsome, quarterback Brett Hodges, and
running backs Brynn Harvey and
Ronnie Weaver all sat out Saturday
due to injury.
UCF also struggled to contain
Texas' Colt McCoy and Jordan Shipley.
McCoy looked heisman-like with 470
yards passing and Shipley caught 11
balls for 273 yards, a Texas schoolrecord for receiving yards.

Texas won because ...
Despite getting off to a slow start,
once the Longhorns notched their
first score of the game, they didn't look
back. The Longhorns scored 35 unanswered points
against UCF behind a record day through the air.
The Longhorns couldn't get their run game going,
picking up just 67 yards on 22 carries (2.7 average) against
the Knights, who rank in the top 10 in the nation in rush
defense. However, the Longhorns weren't fazed by their
inability to run the ball.
Qµarterback Colt McCoy took full advantage of a soft
UCF zone coverage, picking it apart and hitting open
receivers all game long. With little pressure from UCF's
defensive line, McCoy had ample tinle to deliver his
throws, completing 33-of-42 passes, with a couple of nice
balls downfield to Shipley, highlighted by an 88-yard
touchdown pass.

•

••

What this all means
The Longhorns are in a league of their own, so UCF
fans shouldn't dwell on Saturday's loss to Texas. The season is still very much alive with three conference games
still to be played.
PLEASE SEE

ERIC GAY / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Texas WR Jordan Shipley ripped apart the
Knights secondary to the tune of 273 yards on
11 receptions, which is a school record.

DAVIS ON A7

UCF 1 I UAB 0

Women's socce

.

Knights looking for C-USA title
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

Junior defender Lauren
Halbert picked the perfect
moment to score her first goal
of the 2009 seasoIL
With her goal in the 65th
minute, the No. 9 UCF
women's
soccer
team
advanced to the Conference
USA Women's Soccer Championship on Sunday at 2 p.m,
where they face third-seed
Memphis at Westcott Field on

CD

For results from
Sunday's game:
www.UCFNews.com

the campus of Southern
Methodist University.
The first-seeded Knights
needed a second-half goal to
take a 1-0 decision over UAB,
picking up their 10th-straight
win and moved their record to
16-3-1 this seasoIL They are
the second team in program
history to win 10 games in a
row dating back to the 1987

UCF squad who won 12straight matches.
"It was a great game and a
typical conference semifinal
match where it comes down
to one goal," head coach
Amanda Cromwell said in a
press release. "Lauren Halbert's goal in the second half
was a great set piece set up
from Becca Thomas and that
ended up being the difference.
"The first half was back
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON A7
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Yvonne George drives past a Southern Miss defender earlier in the year. George
and the Knights look to capture the (-USA title Sunday at 2pm vs Memphis.
t
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Are the classes you need next semester full?
Need a class to graduate on time?
Consider taking it at a UCF Regional Campus.
With classes in business, education, psychology and more, UCF Regional Campuses offer
you 11 locations to choose from and class times that fit your schedule. To learn more, contact
an advisor at rcadvising@mail. ucf.edu.

•

www. regionalcampuses. ucf. edu

•
•
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Davis racks up 71 yards on Texas
FROM

A6

The Knights were able
to give Hodges and Harvey, arguably the two
biggest pieces to the UCF
offense, the week off,
ensuring their health for
the stretch run. Hodges
has taken some big hits in
the pocket in the last several games, so it was more
important for the Knights
to make certain he would
be ready to lead the team
the rest of the way.
The defense also
looked effective against
the No. 2 team in the
nation. Despite giving up
35 points, the defensive
line was able to get to
McCoy, with Geathers getting two sacks on the senior quarterback.

the long 88-yard TD pass
in the third quarter that
put the game out of reach
for the Knight.
As for UCF, the nod
goes to Jonathan Davis,
who filled in for the
injured Harvey in the
game. The Longhorns
came into the game allowing just more than 59 yards
a game to opposing running backs, which is good
for No. 1 in the nation in
that category. Davis was
able to slip through Texas
defenders for 71 yards on
22 carries.

STEPHEN M. DOWELL I ASSOCIATED PRESS

UCF quarterback Brett Hodges sat out of the game against Texas due to injury.

3,815 yards with 28 touchdowns to just five interceptions.
Houston is coming off a

46-45 victory over Tulsa
on Saturday. Keenum
passed for 522 yards and 3
TD passes in the win.

UCF looks to avenge lone C-USA loss
•

•
•

A6

and forth and we had a
strong wind against us and
that affected our play."
The first half was scoreless with UCF outshooting
UAB 8-7. Although they
had more shots than the
Blazers, it was Knights
sophomore goalkeeper
Aline Reis that faced an
onslaught of shots in the
first period. She made five
of her seven saves in the
_first 45-minutes.
The Blazers pressured
the Knights with five unanswered shots to open up
the game but Reis saved
three of those opening

shots to keep the clean
sheet
Things changed for the
Knights once the second
halfbegan, outshooting the
Blazers 13-4.
In the 65th minute, Halbert scored the game's only
point off a set piece from
senior midfielder Becca
Thomas; this was her seventh assist of the year.
Thomas was named the CUSA Midfielderofthe Year
Tuesday.
The Knights picked up
a foul from the top of the
box where Thomas sent it
to the right side where she
found Halbert.
She
became the 15th different

Knights fall
in four sets
Staff Writer

•

FROM

Volleyball

ANDREW KENNEDY

What's next

The Knights will play
their second ranked opponent in as many weeks
when · No. 13 Houston
comes to town on Saturday. It will also be UCF's
Game balls
third ranked opponent of
Jordan Shipley torched the season.
the UCF secondary all day
The Cougars (7-1, 3-1)
and was able to get McCoy boast one of the nation's
out of a lot of third down top offenses, much of
situations, with the team which is dependent on the
converting on 10-of-14 arm ofHeisman candidate
third downs. Seven of Case Keenum. Keenum
those 10 were completed has completed 325-of-458
to Shipley. He also caught passes (71.6 percent) for

player to score at least one
goal this season for the
Knights.
For UCF, sophomore
midfielder Stacie Hubbard
led the team with five
shots. Reis picked up her
sixth shutout of the year
and her 11th win of the season as keeper.
To make the championship more thrilling,
Memphis took a 1-0 decision over second-seed Colorado College in the second semifinalc; match.
The Knights and Tigers
renew a rivalry at the top of
the conference. The Tigers
have been the Knights
achilles heel as oflate. This

year Memphis handed
UCF their lone conference
loss and only loss at home.
In 2007, Memphis
claimed the C-USA tournament title by knocking
off UCF 2-0 in the championship round
'We are excited to be in
the finals," Cromwell said
'We came here to win it all
But another important
thing is we have to get better each game in preparation for the NCAA Tournament as well."
For a recap of the
Championship
game,
which occurred after deadto
line,
go
www.UCFNews.com

The UCF volleyball
team lost 3-1 (23-25, 25-23,
21-25, 18-25) to Tulsa Friday
night and now holds a
record of 3-11 in conference
play.
The Knights received
strong performances from
senior Erin Campbell and
sophomore Kristin Fisher
despite the loss.
"I don't think there is
any doubt in my mind that
this was the best team that
we have played all year;'
head coach Todd Dagenais
said in a press release.
"That team is just an offensive juggernaut"
Both players posted
double-doubles
with
Campbell registering 15
kills and 10 digs while Fisher added 12 kills and 13 digs.
Tulsa's offense would
just prove too much for the
Knights to handle. They
had 70 kills in the match
including 20 in the first set
which would set the tone
for the rest of the night
The Golden Hurricanes
were led by Tyler Henderson who posted a matchhigh of 25 kills in the match.
Tulsa didn't outhit UCF
by a great margin, but in the

GEORGE OEHL I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tory McCutcheon and Kristin Fisher go
up for a block against Tulsa on Friday.

end it still proved to be the
difference in the match.
The Knights hit .247 for the
match. while Tulsa was at
.294.
Senior Andee Youngblood also played well,
posting a match-high 52
assists along with three
blocks.
Fellow senior Lauren
Williams also had solid
numbers with nine kills
and seven blocks.
The Knights will host
their final home match of
the year Sunday against
SMU at 1 p.m The match
will serve as senior day for
Campbell. Youngblood and
Williams.
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CAMPUS-GROWN COMEDY
Daniel Tosh: From lake Claire to Comedy Central
MIKE BALDUCCI
Variety Editor

c.,

family there. I don't need their condescending laughter.
~

It was sometime around 1995 when
Daniel Tosh, living in the Lake Claire
Apartments, walked outside his dorm
and told his friend: "Man, I am not going
to get a job."
It's a worry most of us are going to
face at some point in the next couple
of years, and unfortunately, our worries may be right. In Tosh's case, he
was only half right.
Tosh, a former marketing major at
UCF, did end up getting a job - it
just happened to be in standup
comedy.
Almost 13 years after graduation,
Tosh has moved on to host his own
Comedy Central show, Tosh.O, and
is returning to UCF on Tuesday
night to perform at Homecoming
Comedy Knight at the Arena.
Central Florida Future: So is
this your first scheduled trip back?

Daniel Tosh: No, I actually
played UCF a couple times very
young in my career. But then I've
taken a massive break from performing anywhere in Central Florida. It's
probably been seven or so years since
I've done anything there. I hate performing in Central Florida because all my
friends and family live there and I can't
' --.. . stand that. I'm sure there'll be a lot of

,·

.J

1J

CFF: Tell me a little bit about your time at
UCF... you graduated in the mid-90s, right?
Tosh: I graduated in December of '96...
half a semester early. In some cultures I'd be
considered a genius.
I did a couple of jobs that were borderline
illegal. Like telemarketing. [Expletive] jobs on
Research Park that were like "Hey, $15 an hour
to annoy people!" I really was not preparing
myself for the future at all. I had interviews
lined up. I sat through one real interview, and
I was like 'I wouldn't hire me.' I left halfway
through the orientation. That's the closest
thing I ever got to a real job.
CFF: What are you looking forward to
most about the return?
Tosh: I'm happy that they asked me to
come back. Now I just hope people actually
show up to the show because I'm playing way
t~o big of a venue.
CFF: A few years ago we had Bruce Bruce
as our Comedy Night guest and the Arena
was about I/10th full, so I'm pretty confident
you can at least top that.
Tosh: As long as I beat I/10th full.
I can't believe Lil Jon mentioning Bruce
Bruce in a song wasn't enough to sell out the
Arena.
PLEASE SEE
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. Peaches brings Christmas early to Firestone
t

•

•
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•

ASHLEY INGUANTA
Staff Writer

"Ho, ho, ho!" Peaches said to fans in her
best deep Santa Claus
voice. She sat in a red
velvet chair surrounded by Christmas gifts,
glitter-tinsel, and a full
Evergreen tree at Park
Ave CDs Saturday.
Her blond hair
curled out from underneath her Santa hat, the
word ''Naughty'' blinking in red lights. In
between Santa-lap sessions, Peaches ate
chocolate-chip cookies, pulling back her
fake beard to make
sure the crumbs didn't
get stuck.
Dozens of fans
formed a line, folding
in and out of the music
shelves like a snake.
Kayla Adams, a junior sculpture and linguistics major from
UF, also dressed in a
Santa hat.
"I'm Jewish, so I
don't get to sit on
Santa's lap often," she
said.
Soon, the snake-line
of fans dispersed,
heading off to Club
Firestone to get some
"teache's " from the
ground-stomping,
earth-shattering, fearless and fierce Peaches
herself.
The opening band,
MEN, began the night
with steady synth beats
and soft, yet strong,
voices. The band sang
under deep colored
lights, their electrodance energy pouring
onto the audience.
Lights then faded
and curtains closed.
The curtains opened
once again, revealing
three veiled figures
standing center stage,
with a ball of balloonlike spikes in the center. Bass beats shook
the ground.
Covered in a jacket
of balloon-like spikes,
Peaches rose, her body
a tornado in a vicious
whirlwind.
In her knee-high,
lace-up boots, Peaches
stomped on the loudspeaker, violet leotard
stretching across her
body, and space-age
shoulder pads puffing
like
marshmallows.
She leaped onto the
loudspeaker, put one
foot in the crowd,
singing "Talk to Me."
Rainbow
lights
sprinkled the crowd,
grouped together in
clusters. Fans were
wearing everything
from metallic sneakers
and suits to T-shirts
and jeans.
Evie Bat, a sophomore
anthropology
major from UF, has
been a fan of Peaches
for four years. Bat wore
a black leotard and
electric-blue pumps.
"I love [Peaches']
complete disregard to
others' opinions," she
said.
Throughout
the
show, Peaches was
everything from a
laser-shooting warrior,
a panther woman in a
black leotard, to a postshower woman in a
terrycloth towel.
When she ripped off
her towel during "Lose
You,'' tiny images of
her face were projected on each side of the
material.
As Peaches sang
live, her projections
mouthed the words
withher. ·
And of course,
Peaches closed the
show with the legendary "[Expletive] the
Pain Away." Like many
fans, this was the first
Peaches song I had
ever heard.
And with such a hot,
turbulent closing song
comes an encore. Two
encores, in fact. Bloodspitting encores, with
champagne showering
the audience.
I made my way from
the safe, midcrowd

observing territory to the
front of the stage. Girls I'd
never spoken to danced
with me, and I could
almost touch Peaches'
knee-high boots, and her
pink-and-black XXX cape.
And as fans from all
over threw up their bras
and shirts, one could

stand below, taking it all
in.
The layers and layers
of fan clothing Peaches
put on, the layers and layers she took off, her
tigress voice, which of
course ended with a hush
- lights off, cool air rushing in.

With more makeup than Heath Ledger's portrayal of the Joker, Peaches shows off another of her many outfits during the night
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Peaches, in one of her many unique outfits, sprays a bottle of champagne on her
eager crowd while performing at Downtown Orlando's Club Firestone.
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UCF gave Tosh a career and Carrot Top
FROM A8

Run Away with Me
by Jessica Sunday
Jessica, training for St
Petersburg's annual Turkey Trot
half marathon, picked up the
Idiot's Guide to acquire some
last-minute running tips.

Secret Life ofaCollege
Student
by Jen Glantz
As aformer kickboxer, Jen
gives afew self-defense tips.

On Thursday:

Let's Talk

byEmreKelly

Fowler than the Rest
by Austin Fowler
Interested in being aCentral
Florida Future Variety columnist
for the spring semester? E-mail
Mike Balducci at
Variety.CFF@gmail.com with a
resume and asample of your
work.

8 th

CFF: OK, but do you
like performing at Florida
colleges?
Tosh:Ilikeperforming
at colleges because there's
no stress of selling out. At
colleges they pay you a
fee, so you get paid if eight
people show up or if
30,000 show up.
The downside of college shows is that some
college kids are [expletive] morons.
And people in college
participate. Especially
when you're like 18 or 19
years old and you pretend
you're passionate about
things you know nothing
about.
So I enjoy mocking
those beliefs immediately
and making everyone
uncomfortable.

CFF: What about your
Homecoming
experiences?
Tosh: Ah, I saw Blues
Traveler. Who doesn't
love a thin John Popper?
The first standup comedian I ever saw in my life
was at UCF - Carrot Top.
CFF: Are you aware of
whom the concert performer is the weekend
before you perform? TPain.
Tosh: Are you serious?
That's a great one! That
sounds awesome.
I actually want to do a
few jokes in Auto-Tune so
this should work out. Ask
him about that [expletive]
stupid app for the iPod
that he endorses that
doesn't work. By the way,
it's [expletive] $4.99. Tell
him to make that [expletive] 99 cents.
CFF: Now, I know
you've said that you hate
Florida. ..
Tosh: I tease Florida. I
don't hate it. I have

CFF: With your show,
Tosh.O, are you planning

Daniel Tosh, who grew up in Titusville and graduated from UCF, is now star of his
own Comedy Central show Tosh.a, a weekly program that lampoons the internet.

to do this for a while or
move on to bigger things?
Tosh: I want to do TV
for a while then just disappear.

insane allergies, and
when I'm in Florida I

CFF: The Dave Chappelle route.

COURTESY WWW.OANIELTOSH.COM

have to be medicated just
to breathe.

Tosh: I definitely don't
want to do what he did. I
would have run that train
out for a little while. Anyway, I don't want to go
Africa. Unless I'm getting
kids. Like going to shop
for them.
CFF: What about a
possible dream gig?
Tosh: Just a great massive [orgy] with tons of
Playmates. I don't know if
people would pay for that,
but that's my dream gig.
CFF: I was looking
more into the comedy
side.
Tosh: Oh, it would be
funny. Trust me.

fl

CFF: Daniel, thanks a
lot for talking with us.
Look forward to seeing
you Tuesday.
Tosh: Be sure to bring
a couple thousand of your .
friends Tuesday night.
CFF: I don't think
you'll have anything to
worry about.
Tosh: Ah, I won't. Like
I said, I still get paid.

c,

Annual Public Service Career Showcase

Including Careers in Health, Human and Social Services

Investigate Majors
Job Opportunities
Learn a·b out Careers
Internship Opportunities

()

Thursday, Novem.ber 12th, 2009
@ Pegasus Ballroom in the Student Union
10 am-2 pm

),

P: 407-823-2361

E: career@majl.ud.edu
W: www.career.ud.edu

l'I

Recruiters from the ~a'nalytic hiring division
will attend the Public Service Career
Showcase (from 10 AM - 2 PM in the
Pegasus Ballroom)

,.,,

..,
I

Seeking undergraduate and graduate students
and alumni whose degree programs are in the
following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

International relations
Political science/public policy
Language studies
Computer sciences
Quantitative methods
Various engineering fields

•
•
•
•
•
•

~\

Area studies
History
Geography
Mathematics
Physics
Economics

,.,

I

I

Position descriptions <;an be fouAd oh our website
at www.cia-:gov. ·
**Requirements: Must be a US Citizen and willing
to relocate to the Washington, DC area.
We look forward to seein

ou there!

UCF~=ES your future. now.

.,,
Ferrell Commons,Bldg. 7F, Room 185
Phone : 407.823.2361
Fax : 407.823.5909
Email : career@mail.ucf.edu
Web : www.career.ucf.edu
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OUR STANCE

SLEEP 1S GOOD fOR YOUR HEALTH, SAYS SWDY

Tuition goes up,
so does a-~=- pay

·L

ast Monday, U.S. News
& World Report ran
an article reviewing
the salaries of private college presidents discussed in
an analysis by The Chronicle
ofHigher Education. The
results were shocking, and
many news outlets wrote
about the new statistics last
week.
The Chronicle found that
despite our bleak economy,
presidents' paychecks. rose
by 6.5 percent, more than
$26,000 for typical private
colleges. Salary for major
private research colleges'
presidents rose by 15.5 percent in one year. These presidents, though essential to
their institutions, could
afford a year or three without
such large raises.
Although UCF is not a
private college, it still benefits us to consider The
Chronicle's findings. We feel
college presidents have one
of the hardest jobs in the
United States today. With
the unemployment rate
almost more than 10 percent, thousands of people
are going back to school.
Presidents have to figure
out how their campuses will
handle all of these new students. This feat alone
includes class sizes, parking
infrastructures and administration staff needed to
process necessary paperwork. Not to mention college presidents have to make

sure their course curriculum
and additional seminars
throughout campus are adequately preparing students
for an eco11omy experiencing immense changes from
globalization.
Although their positions
require a tremendous
amount of work in various
fields, we still feel that college presidents could afford
a pay cut.
College tuition, which
helps pay these presidents,
is being raised faster than
inflation. According to the
U.S. News & World Report,
article tuition at these
schools has been raised by
almost $4,000 since 2006.
This hike is 10 percentage
points faster than inflation,
according to the article. It is
not necessary to be that far
ahead of inflation.
Schools need to rework
their tuition pric!es to be
closer to inflation statistics
opposed to. looming high
above them.
Higher unemployment
rates and a troubling economy are two reasons so many
more students are flooding
college campuses. It is the
same reason college presidents should be taming their
price tags.
Money available to pay
for school has been reduced
for families and individuals
attempting a commitment tp
higher education because of
job losses and savings losses

from stock market crises.
College presidents need
to take into account the reality of the world when deciding what they are worth that
year. No one doubts their
commitment and workload,
but reasonable requests
must be made, too.
Another interesting angle
stems from the specific
schools hosting the highestpaid presidents. It is reasonable that we would assume
that the Ivy League schools
would have the highest-paid
professionals. Their credentials arguably warrant lofty
paychecks.
However, this is not the
case. The first and third on
the list are schools that,
while good, most would not
recognize among the most
prestigious. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute came in
first place, paying its president almost $1.6 million, and
the University of Tulsa came
in third, paying its president
almost $1.5 million. Stanford's president is only paid
$732,000 even though the
college has a large student
population. Harvard and
Cornell were also on the low
end of the spectrum.
· Although these presidents deserve competitive
pay for their positions, we
advise them to rethink the
reality of our current economic .situation and their
school status bj:!fore accept-.
ing large raises.

Homecoming is
what you make it
T

he excitement is pallends itself toward rallying
pable, and there's a
the troops; it's a celebration
fresh crop of free Tof school spirit by the stushirts ripe for the harvest.
dents to reel in the alumni
It must be Homecoming
for one massive show of
Week. It's something that
support for the school, usucan't slip under the radar,
ally before a game against a
unless you're taking all
rival sports team.
If this isn't up your ·alley,
oitline courses.
It's one of those essential then take a good hard look
experiences that a student · at what Homecoming is
should make the time to get around UCF. There are ·
caught up in at least once in movies, events, concerts
their college career.
and competitions - it looks
like fun, right? It's a giant
However, some students
don't see the appeal.
celebration. That should be
Homecoming may have
reason enough to take a
some accessibility issues
look.
.
stemming from the
While electing a king,
pageantry and the yague
queen and court may be a
purpose and origin of the
cognitive leap from beating
merriment.
the drum for the alumni,
chalk it up to the mystery of
Some light research
reveals that there isn't a
tradition. Some of the best
traditions don't make a bit
solid answer as to how and
of sense, but once a year, we
why Homecoming is a traput critical thinking aside in
dition at institutions of
le~ning since different
the name of community.
If calling the graduates
institutions claim credit for
starting the tradition. What home to roost isn'tup your
alley, then take a good hard
we know for sure is that it's
an American tradition,
look at what Homecoming
is around UCF: There are
more or less a century old.
movies, events, concerts
What exactly
and competitions - it looks
Homecoming is about may
be clear as mud, and the
like fun, right? It's a giant
nature of the tradition difcelebration. That should be
fers from place to place, but reason enough to take a
those reluctant to revel can
look.
If it seems like a lot of
be assured that, despite the
hoopla over nothing, take a
pomp and inclusion of royalty, the tradition isn't root- · look at the very first item
on the Homecoming agened in any kind of pagan
da. Before T-Pain even
observation.
warmed up his auto-tune~
Homecoming generally

pipes, a few hundred students assembled for an offcampus service day. This
shows that the Homecoming event can be leveraged
into sometime positive, a
way to give back.
There isn't anything in
the Homecoµtlng lore about
volunteer service or getting
on buses to spend Saturday
helping out, but that' is what
some UCF students decided
to do.
This is the amazing part
about taking part in a tradition most people don't care
to understand; you can take
it in any direction you want.
To see UCF students harnessing school spirit and
adding a volunteering
dimension to Homecoming
is a great thing.
Homecoming takes different forms different years
and usually coaxes some
unusual behavior out of the
populace. If the school
spirit or the opportunities
for fun do not bring you in,
it should at least pique
some scientific curiosity.
Whatever Homecoming
means to you - or whatever it actually means - it's
an impressionable young ·
tradition that thrives on
enthusiastic participation.
So have a big breakfast, get
your hqmework done early,
and take part in something
that will be an indelible
memory in your college
experience. .

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed JOO words; we may_edit for length. Submit them on line
at vr.trw.Centra/FloridaFuture.com or fax them t('l4O7-447-4556. Questions? Call 4O7-447-4558.
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WAYNE STAYSKAL / TRIBUNE MEDIASERVICES

Some good advice for
UCF,Jordan, adidas ·
I won't try to come up
based on which shoe you
with some clever shoe or
wear. It wasn't even
based off of comfort,
foot-based pun concerning this whole Marcus
which is what most of
the other players who ask
Jordan shoe debacle, like
for other brands of gear
the shoe being on the
are basing their requests
other foot, or the shoe
dropping on UCF.
on.
No, not going to do it.
I get that UCF told
. you it would be cooi so
I refuse.
in that aspect I agree that
fustead, I'm going to
JEFF RILEY
Editor-in-Chief
point out how ridiculous
you are justified in being
everything involved in
frustrated You are really
caught in between two people
this entire thing is, and offer some
advice.
squabbling over who talked to who.
Here goes my three-part address.
But, this whole thing could have
Dear UCF: When you are dealing been avoided in the first place if you
would have worn the gear that we
with a company that is going to be
coming to the negotiating table carhave a contract to wear, like all the
rying a $3 million contract for sports other freshman recruits.
Dear adidas: Oh where to start.
equipment, and you want to let a
First of all, you should talk to the
player with a famous last name
wear another shoe brand, please get people you are dealing with directly.
something in writing.
As someone who works for a
news outlet, I know how important
I know that getting the son of a
big-name player is a huge deal. Hav- it is to be informed and get the
ing Marcus Jordan at UCF is probasources, but if you decided to .not
come back to the negotiating table, I
bly going to bring unprecedented
think it is fair to ask that you let
national attention to the basketball
team. His signing was all over the
UCF know first, and not go to the
· Associated Press.
sports-blog network.
Ironically, now all that national
Second, i,fUCF really did get
attention is less about Jordan and
clearance to tell Jordan he can wear
more about Jordan's shoes of choice. his Nikes from a regional represenYou talked to adidas first. They
tative of your company, don't act so
said they were cool I get that. But ' shocked when people are saying
when you are dealing with someyou went back on your word.
thing that could potentially jeopardIf the regional guy really did do
ize that large of a sum of money, I .
something he was not supposed to
do by giving this approval, then do
think the burden of getting somesomething about that guy. Like, not
thing in writing falls upon you.
If that would have happened,
employing him anymore.
When it comes down to it, UCF
then you could have taken that awesome sheet of paper out and shown
is a big school Lots of people go
everybody - from the media, to
here who are willing to buy lots of
adidas, even to Marcus himself official merchandise. The campus
and then you would actually be
even has an entire second bookstore
that, instead of selling textbooks,
coming out of this thing clean.
. Dear Marcus Jordan: I really
sells merchandise. Is getting all in a
understand that you have a family
, tizzy over one pair ofNikes worth
loyalty here. Your dad made the Air
giving that up?
I just hope that this whole thing
Jordan famous, which is fitting,
because they are named after him.
can be forgotten soon. When I go
Although, when it comes down
wherever it is I go after I graduate,
to it, you are a 19-year-old freshman
and I tell people I went to UCF, I
in college. Let's wait just a few years hope that the reaction isn't "Oh, that
before we start making demands
school with the shoe thing."

ON,UC~NEWS.COM 't, WHAT YOU ARESAYING

Arena shop closes
because of mandate
Aww. Poor guy. They should
have changed the mandate.
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Terrible choices!
-ANGELINA

~I

I

These songs are horrible choices to represent UCF.

l.

-YOUR NAME

•I

Why doesn't he move into the
"Battlefield" by Jordin Sparks.
spot in Towers West Plaza where
No discussion.
Volcano's used to be? He would
-PADRICK
get much more traffic there and
probably be able to take some
competition from Kyoto, which is
booming lately. The place has
been empty since last fall. So has
its location by Ferrell Commons.
Well put w~ll said This student
The Falafel Cafe could've gone in
one of the other locations, which has gone through enough. Time
would've helped both stores in the for UCF to show some empathy!
arena.
-DAVE

,,

-YOUR NAME

Grief warrants grade
forgiveness

- YOUR NAME

Football
entrance
'
song choices narrows
I wish we would have actually
had a say in the songs on the list.
Every single person I talked to
said that this list sucks ... and I
agree.
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Students while grieving the
loss of a parent should not have to
navigate the administration maze,
loss of a parent is tough enough.
He went to his advisers went to
his profs and thought he was
doing what needed to happen.
Time to cut p.im some slack. I hate
to think we are so uncaring at
UCF.

- GRAHAM AUSTIN
(}
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:
10 am. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

By fux: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

VISA, MC, AMID{,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

4O7-447-4S55 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

.,,

100

.

PAYMENT METHODS

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate

100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-T1111e
Help Wanted: FuD-lime
Business Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

C
C
C

B
B
B
A
A
B

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

RATES

Rate
ForSale:Automotive B
A
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
Services
B
Announcements
A
Travel'
B
Worship
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted
B

5

~ENT:

IWJ Apartments

BARTENDERS WANTED.

Ptr1eleph)rle saiestustome,< S9!Vioo

$300 a day ,::otential. t,.ti Experience

p'.l5fut MJSt haveexcelertp'-one
ard rusfrmer S9!Vioo sklls ITT:l basic

~TraiirgProvded.
/!,g3 18 + OK 00}965ffi2() x 1(f!.
Earn Exira Morey. Su.dents
needed/>SAfJ. Ean l4J to $100
per day berg a Mystery Sh:wlr:
t,.t> Experience Ra:,iect.
Call 1-ID}-7224791

Valet~ atterdarlls needed.
$9-$13.tv: Pf cJ¥ ad everirgs,
11ex hs. 1rrmooae q:ienrgs
Call 407-616-3296

CXJTpJtEr kro.vfecge. Flex day 1ine
~ $8h. Send resure 1D
Errpcyment@~.oorn.

sgi l.4): CPR.Soott@gnai.rom.

malzed,AKC reg,stds,vet
died(, reM:l1119cl cm rurent on

200

vaxne,Heath g.Jara1ee cm

CHULUOTALAKEFRONT HOME
2 bed0Jalh 2-ca-~ with
Y.a1lstq)
~+deJx)sit

' 407-366$48

MOBILE HOME
E. Colonial, large let, 2 & 3 bdnns
$680 o.b.o. 407-760-0768

ensorroso@holmall.com
www.FaRentNearUCF.com
~ home ne« UCF. Screened-

&.lvej Takers Needed: Make~
25per suvey. www.-

GetPadToTiilk.rom

in pallo with jacuzzi. Pool
1ab1e, walk-ln ldk:hen, W/0,
security system 111d lawn
care. $13romo. Awl. Jan. 1.
No smoklrl!fl)l!ls please. Call
407-709-&l98 for more info.

UCFAREA HOUSE in Gated Com.
1-klgeSlurrilg ~All applia1ces incl
Available 12115{)9 $1srotnon1h
Call l'ick@ 407-810-7622
\ j

1 & 2 Bectoons Free W/0, pod,
fitress renter; pcdios,
Z300 Eron Cr. 407-679-00>1

Ergsh atilg'~lorsale
$40'.lAKC, Al S1us Lp To Dae
Conla::t For More lnb Via Emal p.tuner101@yaroo.mm or C3
(321) 8044025

Trry 1ea:4) YOMeS rea::ly,wry

Seekrg ~ br 4holr
~reseerch
e,cpe,iment. Earn $40 strorg at
1a"i<s il a rritay trairtg vdeo
gane. For rrore mma!ion orto

UCFiNE ORLANDO
Cdcrial Poi1le Ll.oo.Jy}\pis

2 Bd'25 Ba TcmrtxJme wilh
allailedgarag9b'~.
' kioss Ire street froo1 UCf
lra:me restricoons <W'Y- IViove i,
Spooal with rnentro cj ttis a:l.
Cal 407-324-7773

papas. $450. mypets12@gnail.rom

Rooms avail. for elem, quiet im

senior or gnrlJate students
In immaculate~ home ne« UCF.

Saeened-ln patio with :20 person

.MNKRUPTCY LAW

hl-groln:ljaclmi, prof. pooltable
with 1911s, huge~-inkildlen,
W/D, clgHal cable, hlglM!peed
wireless inlemet, security system
and lawn care. $550tno. ALL util. ·
incl Mov&ln Jan. 1. No
smoklrl!fl)l!ls please. Cal 407-7095008 for more info.

Free ser.,re! Cash ba::k on fNa'f

Female roonmate br room

puthase, l.4) 10 15%, at01/9'
300 mcp relailers.

FREE CONSULTATON
www.MemsJamesLaw.rom
407-67%111
415S.Oa'OOAve, WrrerPark
MarkkafN./James, 8q.

www.i::jaslofflosawgsaine.rom

lv10VE-IN SPECIAL 1ST
WON FREE W/YR LEASE! Ga!B:l
Avam Park 3.25 toY.rrouse.
$fffitnon ubl n:. CallTori 5617CXH231
Roans for rent il 4/4 bectoon
horre. $475+perroom Uti, &

Ycrd lrd. lrdviiJal Leases OR
$1625 b' horre. 2 mies to LCF.
Mrittl 10 rror1h avail.
407-760-0768 Erslrrooo@ramai

www.ForRentNea'\JCF.rom

•

DISCOUNTED PET EXAMS AND
VACCINATIO'JS. 112 J:ri;ed
V!m1alions SaludaY-,. 1,2 J:ri;ed
exans Tue/vVed. l..ocaed berm
Frogjersil<Mm.
www.DNvorxty.re.

Per9Jna1Trmer, $15sessions.

Getrorne~awxt
1D meet ~fitress g:ias. I'm
heretl~. ? Z l ~
am@krqjs.l.d.Erll

MOVE IN TODAY!
'Toe EdJe" bcaal onAlalaya

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com

& Resead1 Pkwy. 2 beaoom 2
bath. ere female llJOITil11aE r i
DecerrtJer. Oiy a ~ rrile
from LCF. 24 tnr gym, pod &
gane room. $615 a month waler, aectrx: & gas irdt.ded!

Ma13 roonmate warted for 414 il
Alalaya Cltb. $550rroo. $)
~ - l)'jjAlg. 5lh.
239-287-5828

Homeless? Stay Here! U::::Ps best wey 1D
frd a pla;e 1D &1ayl Also 1/eN all a:ls orline
atwww.U::::Fnews.oomtlassifioo

l~

FORSALE:
~ Homes

1 Stop·Florida Excitement
Peabody Vacations LLC is a seasoned vacation
call center with a primary focus on high-end destinations
for domestic and fnternational travelers. Our state-of-theart call center is in Uptown Altamonte and we're looking
for college students who have a crave to make money,
work a flexible schedule in a high energy environment.
Benefits available: paid vacation, day & night hours,
aggressive compensation package, opportunity for
growth'.

407-834-8971
417 CenterPointe Cir Ste# 1711 • Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

www.peabodyvacations.com

Mission~ 1D J ~ May 11 J1.119 8, 2010 for deckat.ed,
ctuchg::,rg Clvis1ians:
m@MissionToJ~.org

Uke new 2006 Yanaha YlrRGS. Only 2700 miles. DO ·
exhaust pipe, Michelin Pilot
Power 2 ~ tires, 600cc,
4 cylinders, 4illroke, safely
wired. $Xi. 407-692-6752
Tr.rt:r 2'.mJoh1 Deere 5425
cx:na::t ~13@live.mm 4WD

l..oada" cm Gab Heit/.Air Price
$4400 p'-one 56Hl52-0315
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Q Puzzles by Pappocom

~-

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

t

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

7 2 5

Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

o•nf---••••M•·· ,HMHM·• •M•

5

6

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Sends a
duplicate to, for
short
4 Half-baked. as
ideas
9Tended
14Fink
15 3:1 or 7:2, e:g.
16 Easy to
understand
17 Thurman who
played June in
"Henry & June"
18 Maine college
town
•
19 Improvise lines
20 Toy that might
answer is
decideoly so"
23 Pub orders
24 W. Hemisphere
defense gp.
25 "Cats" poet's
monogram
27 Average
28 Ancient moralist
31 Oespair's
By Barry C, Silk
opposite
32 Knighl fight
2 Chevy muscle car
34 Imus's medium
3 Puts on, as a
35 Sly inquiry
show
39 Appears to be
4 Gators' kin
40 Charlatan
5 Steak order
41 Helen olTroy's
6 Yours, in Paris
mother
_ 7 Criticize in a witty
42 OneZip bag
· way
maker
8 Classic chocolate
44 Strong wind
drink brand
48 Cell "messenger,"
9 Pickel line
briefly
crossers
49Critic Reed
10 Alan of
50 Barbecue
"M· A'S'H"
equipment brand 11 Affluent
51 Cesar M illan
12 Sudden and
dog-training
preapitous
apparatus
downturn
56 Just right
13 Sphere
57 Packaging foam
21 Pacific Island on
prefix
which a
58 C,ivily fillers' org.
memorable WWII
59 Crooner Mel
phpto was taken
60 November
22 Audible dance
birthstone
style
61 Meditative sect
26 Job listing inttial&
62 Where many
28 Northern diving
vows are
bird
exchanged
29 Attorney's abbr.
63 Covered w~h
30 Fill; as witt;,
marsh vegetation
padding
64 Finish
31 Styling goo
33 M ilitary training
DOWN
acad.
1 Bread bits
34 Hwy.
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Last issue solved
35 MIiey Gyrus, for
one
36 Ready-for-the·
worst status
37 Gobble down
38 Wild blue yonder
39 Camera type, for
short
42 • So Fine"':

1963#1 M
43 ls
45 On fire
46 Hard to move

47 Quick trip that's
''run"
49 Foot-long stick,
often
50 Reeling from a
blow
52 Tibetan priest
53 Native
Nebraskan
54 "Law & Order" gp.
55 Jagged rock
56 "Let'scall

day!"'

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

ForSale-~Rrlg, 1/2
Cara 14KTl'.t-itegild roiae
rrg, ca& 6 r:rorg, Oaity I/S-1 ,
Cobr I, Cut Good GaiJate
GaToogstwasaJ(GIA).
$1,700.00. l.ocal,Cash or tv'o1ey
Order, 407:971.7440

Walk in:

call in:

Log on:

11825 High Tech Ave .

407-447-4555

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

Suite #100

Orlando, FL 32817
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Rate(
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35..characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement ava[lable for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

i

7

re!lp.

avaiaje i, ~ o:irrpex rec¥'
LCF il 4 bed/4 bath. 475.m:rth.
Avaiatje ro.v!!! Cal (989) EID
7005 or (989) Ero3122
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RateB

$9

First issue:
Each addl issue:
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I

Rate A
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www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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About Us
Learn more at the

• M.S. and Ph.D. programs offered in computer science, educational technology,
information security, information systems, and information technology
• Cutting-edge faculty and curriculum
• Convenient online and on-campus formats
• M.S. in Management Information Systems courses offered in Orlando.
. • Designatec;I .a National Center of Academic Excellence in
Information Assurance Education by the U.S. government

Orlando Student Educational Center·

OPEN HOUSE
No\rember 12, 6:00 p.m.
or November 14, 9:30 a.m.
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Graduate School ot_
Computer
and Information Sciences

SOUTHEASTERN
NOVA UNIVERSITY

YOUR FUTURE. YOUR TERMS.

Nova Southeastern University admits students of any race, color. sexual orientation, and national or ethnic origin.• Nova Southeastern University is'accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
(1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, Telephone number: 404-679-4501) to award assoclate's_. bachelor's. master's, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees.
10·214·09MCS

0
FULL SAIL ·
UNIVERSITY.

Universit·y for

Creative Minds~

•

•

.

Cl.

~ Campus Degrees
.

Bachelor'•
Computer Animation
. Digital Arts & Design
Entertainment Business .
Fllm
Game Art
Game Development
Music Business·
Recording Arts
Show Production
WebDeslgn!lt

Online Degrees

Malter'•

Bachelor',

Melter't

Entertainment Business
Game Design

Computer Animation
Entertainment Businea,
Game Art
Game Oaalgn
Graphic De11ign
Internet Marketing
Mu,lc Bualneu
Web Design
& Development

Education Medl1J oa,lgn
&Technology
Entertainment Buslne111
Entertalnmont Buslneas:

Aaaocfate's
Graphic Design

with 11-Sporl11 Man11g11m11nt

• El11ctlv11·rrsclf

Internet Markatlng
Media Design

f .

407.679.6333 • 3300 Unlverclty Boulevard • Winter Park, FL 32792
Finiu,c1ai •irJ l<taiklbla 101hof, wrto ,u,ahfy • C:·trff, dlft.rtipm&ri1 IIUICtlMe • Aetr~d~d i.lt1flt,,1ty, AUMi • ~26fh #inf bif, ft»f,
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